
Working with Veterans

Veterans Resource Office
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Before we get started we would like to hear some about your experiences thus far with working with Service Members or Veterans in the academic setting.  In what ways have you had the opportunities to interface with them and what have been some of your experiences? 



Goals of  the Presentation 

• Information about veterans on campus

• Tips for working with student veterans

• General information about Veterans

• Deployment/Post-Deployment Issues

• Mental Health and Medical Issues
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How it feels to come back to school?



USU Student Veterans & 
Dependents

• Total Veterans and Dependents enrolled Spring 2019 is 
approximately: 698

• Veterans Spring 2019: 399

• Approximate Veterans and Dependents enrolled for Fall 
2019: 646



Student Veteran Characteristics

• 61% of  student Veterans are male; 38% are female
• Female student Veterans are over represented in postsecondary education

• Few student Veterans are traditionally aged college students (18-23)
• 46.7% are between the ages of  24 and 34
• 23% are between the ages of  35 and 44

• 47% of  student Veterans have children

• 47.3% of  student Veterans are married

• Only 35.3% are unmarried and without dependents



IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND

• VA rules are often difficult to navigate, rigid and 
frustrating 

• Not all Veterans have PTSD, but even those that do 
can function fine in the classroom

• Refrain from identifying a student as a veteran 
unless they self identify first

• Veterans will share their story with you if they trust 
you



WHAT TO SAY…
A general approach is initially recommended

• “Thank you for serving”

• “Thank you for your service to our country”

• “Welcome back”

• Thank their family for their service in supporting their Service member

• All are acceptable but have become cliché

• For veterans & service members to really show appreciation or that you are interested to know 
about them.

• Ask questions that can get factual answers and that show genuine interest in the individual

• What branch of  the service are you/were you in

• Active duty or Reserve/National Guard

• What unit were you with

• What was your MOS (Military Occupation Specialty)

• What does that mean/what did you do

• Are you still in/could you be called back

• Don’t Pry, develop report. When you gain their trust they will likely share more than you want to know.

• Don’t go overboard in praise or thanks to the veteran. 

• Simplicity is the key.



WHAT NOT TO SAY TO A VETERAN

• What was going to war like

• Did you see anyone die

• Did you kill anyone?

• Would you go back?

• How was Iraq/Afghanistan?

• How did you get injured?

• Are you okay (mentally)

• That must have been hard...

• Thank you for what you did

• Did you lose any friends

• Are you opposed to the war?

• Are you traumatized? 

• Are you experiencing PTSD? 

• Don’t use military lingo to attempt 
to connect or joke with your 
veteran unless you have developed 
that type of  relationship



Where Veterans are coming from

• Military offers a sense of  “belonging”

• They come from an incredibly structured environment. 

• Veterans have typically held significant levels of  
responsibility

• Often times they didn’t choose their “Military Occupational 
Specialty”  (M.O.S.)

• They may feel as though they no longer have an identity
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Sense of belonging includes structured environment  - then starting at school and being told to just take what ever…..Sense of responsibility - suddenly they aren’t qualified to do anything in the civilian worldThey may feel as though they no longer have an identity



Military skills in a civilian 
Environment

• Emotionally “hardened”

• Augmented watchfulness

• Startle response more sensitive

• Heightened protectiveness 

• Different experiental worldview

• Understand true sacrifice

• Goal oriented

• Direct communications

• Experienced and overcame failure

• Motivated towards success

• Dedicated to completing the 
mission

• No BS
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AEmotional detachment:Feeling “hardened” can be beneficial in the war zoneHigh emotion can interfere with the ability to function in high stress situationsMilitary culture teaches that emotion equals deathLearn to “turn off” emotions to survive traumaSleep generally poor soon after returning home, but would expect this to improve with timeStartle-May always be a bit more jumpy than civilians, but ability to reorient almost immediately is helpfulHypervigilance- goal to return hypervigilance to situational awareness. May be more attuned to trash on road, people on overpasses, etc., but with time and reorientation, ability to shift focus rapidlyProtectiveness: have seen what people are capable of, increases sense of threat in every day lifePhysical and emotional injury can challenge strongly held beliefs and service members may:face doubt in their own abilitiesbe reactive to authority“The lieutenant put us in danger”feel out of control of their world



What Veterans Are Dealing With

• Loss of  Identity

• Loss of  Structure

• Bureaucratic Struggles  
(VA, USU, Financial Aid, 
etc…)

• Perceived lack of  options

• Medical issues

• Psychological issues

• Financial Issues

• Educational Issues

• Continued Military 
Obligations

• Frustration with loss of  
authority

• Academic deficiencies
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Bureaucratic Struggles – VBA vs. VHA, financial aid vs. USU, departmental requirements, school requirements, etc….Lack of Options – don’t know what to study, feel they have only certain avenues available to them



Mental health/TBI

• Approximately 30% of  returning personnel have a 
mental health diagnosis
• PTSD and Depression are the most prevalent

• Traumatic brain injury (TBI)
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Nationally, it is estimated that 10-20% of deployed OEF/OIF soldiers have sustained a mild TBILocally over 3300 OEF/OIF veterans in the VA Salt Lake City have been screened for TBI928 have screened positive262 have been diagnosed with TBI 28%252 mild TBI (many with multiple mild)8 moderate TBI2 severe TBI



Potential Readjustment 
Challenges

• Small decisions seem big: 
too many choices

• Unrealistic readjustment 
expectations

• Difficulty fitting with 
family/friends
• Non-shared experience
• “Civilians just don’t get it”

• Anger/irritability

• Potential increased 
substance use

• Driving

• Ambiguousness of  Higher 
Ed

• Family Challenges
• New routines and 

traditions
• Negotiating new roles
• Connection to children 

may take time
• Shifts in parenting 

responsibilities 
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Difficulty making decisions: maybe they had an experience where they doubted the decision they made and they have lost some trust in themselves; maybe they made a decision that resulted in injury or a causulaties or some other negative outcome and they are overly concerned about the impact their decisions may have on others-Sometimes there is just too many decisions; 15 local restaurants and they are use to have no food choices -Sometimes mundane day to day decisions seem pointless; I use to decide whether or not to shoot at someone, I don’t care about whether the kids have milk or juice with dinner-For others the command structure is gone, there is no one telling them what to do and not do and withoutUnrealistic expectations:-all people will do the right thing-my children will listen to me like my subordinates did-my spouse will be as tidy as I was expected to be -other drivers should get out of my wayAnger and Irritability: Living in a combat zone changes you brain functioning and often you are operating in high alert state of mind-this has impacts on the nervous changes especially when exposed to this for prolonged periods of time. Your set point may be different and your threshold for irritability and anger may be shortened. Driving in a combat zone is often a  dangerous activity and certain styles of driving may have been adapted  in that setting (e.g., not stopping at stop signs, avoiding potholes, driving erratically to be purposely unpredictable, etc.). Also in many combat setting driving was a very risk activity and being in a vehicle often meant being very vigilant for IEDs, other types of bomb, enemy snipers ect. Undoing and letting go of some of those driving behaviors and vigilance that were adaptive in Iraq or Afghanistan can take time. Driving for veterans has become a very high stress situation which can increase the potential for road rage. There is often a number of re-adjustment challenges that the family faces. While deployed, service members often miss their families and fantasize about what it would be like to be home. Upon returning home, they may find that their families had to adjust to their absence, and it is common for the veteran to feel "left out." Often, important household and parenting decisions were made in their absence. The veteran's children may not respond to them as they did prior to deployment. Young children may not remember them, and/or may cling to them, fearing that they will again leave. Negotiating new roles within the family is an important step in readjusting after deployment. 



Readjustment

• Most Veterans adapt over time

• Readjustment challenges are normal

• Acclimation period will vary by individual

• Increasing protective factors more rapidly facilitates 
adjustment
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Considering how disruptive leaving for and returning from deployments are for individuals and their families, it is normal for them to experience some adjustment difficulties. For many people, post-deployment difficulties are transient and may resolve in a matter of weeks to months. For some, difficulties may arise only after being home for a while, when the initial excitement of being home wears off. Unfortunately, these adjustment difficulties sometimes continue and cause a significant impact on their day-to-day functioning. Protective factors: stable employment, financial security, solid support system, supportive academic setting



What Benefits Veterans May Have

• Medical Benefits

• Mental Health Benefits

• Education Benefits
• GI Bill
• VA Vocational Rehabilitation
• Purple Heart Scholarship
• Tuition Assistance

• Housing Benefits

• Employment Benefits
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Education is more my thing….



Contact info
Veterans Resource Office

435-797-7886

Kellie Crowley

797-8397

kellie.crowley@usu.edu

Tony Flores

435-797-9855

tony.flores@usu.edu



Questions?
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